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WOOD SHOP BBO: A TASTE OF TEXAS 4 r
IN SEATTLE
SEATTLE U BASEBALL SPLITS
OPENING SERIES
VOLUNTEER FOR US!
WRITERS AND PHOTOGRAPHERS ARE
WELCOME TO OUR ASSIGNMENT MEETINGS
EVERY MONDAY AT 7 P.M. IN THE CAMPION
BASEMENT.
IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS BEFORE
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Sustainable Student Action, or SSA, will be hosting
a presidential address on the state of Seattle
University’s investment in the fossil fuel industry.
Speakers will include Matt Remle, writer and
editor for the Last Real Indians and an organizer
for a group in Seattle pushing to divest from the
Direct AccessPipeline in NorthDakota. President
Fr. Stephen Sundborg, S.J. will be speaking
about why the university has yet to divest from
fossil fuels. “Last year, the Socially Responsible
InvestmentsTask Force recommended divestment
within the decade, but that’s not soon enough,”
the event’s facebookpage reads. Fr. Sundborg will
take part in a Q&A session alongside members of
SSA. The event will be held in the Casey Atrium
on Wednesday, March 1.
“DAY WITHOUT IMMIGRANTS” PROTESTS TAKE
PLACE AROUND THE US-Tens of thousands
of immigrants, some undocumented and some
not, stayed home on Thursday in support of the
“Day without Immigrants” protest. The grassroots
movement began on Facebook and quickly spread,
never officially being organized by one group. The
movement was in protest of President Donald
Trump’s growingly restrictive immigration
regulations that have led to national outcry as
cases of Immigration and Customs Enforcement
(ICE) officials detaining immigrants reach
headlines. Trump was met with large criticism as
the media has been reporting on stories of aliens,
some of whom have been living in the U.S. for
more than 10 years and have American children,
being arrested and deported because of small
misdemeanorcrimes.
NEWS
scon PRUITT CONFIRMED AS HEAD OF
THE EPA-The Senate confirmed Scott Pruitt as
the head of the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) on Friday, Feb. 17 after an overnight
battle between democrats and Republicans on
the Senate floor. He was confirmed with a 52 to
46 vote with only one Republican voting against
him and two democratsvoting for him. Pruitt has
promised to follow Trump’s campaign promises
to lessen the power of the EPA and take down
major regulations around clean water and climate
change. Pruitt is the former Oklahoma Attorney
General who spent part ofhis career in a lawsuit
filed against the EPA. He is known for having
close ties with the fossil fuel industry. Democrats
had urged majority leader Mitch McConnell
to postpone the vote until next Tuesday, which
is when Pruitt is expected to release over 3,000
emails betweenhim and the fossil fuel industry.
HALF-BROTHER TO KIM JONG-UN IS KILLED—-
45-year-old Kim Jong-Nam, the half-brother of
North Korean leader Kim Jong-Un, was killed on
Monday. Two women, who are said tohave carried
out an assassination order from the North Korean
Government, poisoned him at the International
airport in Malaysia. Kim Jong-Nam had no power
base inside North Korea. When the country held
the state funeral for its past leader, Kim Jong-Il in
2011, Jong-Nam was absent. He has spent much
of his life wandering abroad in Europe, Russia
and China, evading past assassination attempts.
“There has been a standing order to assassinate his
half-brother,” said Lee Byung-Ho, director ofthe
South’s National Intelligence Service. Jong-Nam
died on his way to the hospital and since then, two
women have been arrested for questioning.
TRUMP TALKS FALSE TERRORISM IN SWEDEN-
President Donald Trump falsely implied on
Saturday, Feb. 18, that a terrorist attack had
recently taken place in Sweden as he spoke at a
rally in Florida. The comment criticized Sweden’s
migration policies which in recent years have
allowed tens of thousand of refugees to enter
the country. The connection between Sweden’s
crime rate and terrorism was not based on any
actual event but rather an opinion segment that
had aired on FOX news the night before. On the
segment, an American filmmaker argued that
Sweden is covering up a migrant-caused spike
in crime. “The FAKE NEWS media , is trying
to say that large scale immigration in Sweden
is working out just beautifully. NOT!” Trump
tweeted after receiving backlash. Sweden’s Prime
Minister Stefan Lofven said, “We must all take
responsibility for using facts correctly and for
verifying anything we spread.”
MARK ZUCKERBERG TALKS GLOBALIZATION—
Mark Zuckerberg, Facebook’s chief executive,
updated the website’s “Founder’s Letter” for
the first time since the leading social media site
launched in 2004. The 5,800-word letter was
posted on Feb. 16, and was a reaffirmation of the
company’s ethical beliefs on the importance of
globalization. “Progress now requires humanity
coming together not just as cities or nations, but
also as a global community,” Zuckerberg said in
the letter. This statement comes at a divisive time
in history. Britain has voted to leave the European
Union and President Donald Trump’s first few
weeks in office have brought us immigration
decrees and a travel ban, among other things.
Facebook has over 1.8 billion users worldwide
and Zuckerberg’s new letter is a promise to his
users that the company is working on creating a
safe, informativeand secure environment.
Erika can be reached at
esilva@su-spectator.com.
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SU LOOKS TO THE FUTURE ON THE DAY OF REMEMBRANCE
Bailee Clark
Staff Writer
“On February 19,1942, with a swipe of
Franklin Delano Roosevelts pen, I lost
my freedom. I never thought I would
be here today. But today, I am happy,”
said Yosh Nakagawa, the keynote
speaker at the Day of Remembrance.
The room went quiet as the somber
history of Executive Order 9066
was recounted. Sunday marked
the 75th anniversary of the day
President Roosevelt allowed the
incarceration of Japanese and
Japanese American individuals.
It didn’t matter if someone had been
an American citizen their whole life,
or if they fought for the American
Armed forces, having Japanese
ancestry was the single qualifying
factor for the 120,000 people who
were sent to concentration camps.
This number included 15 individuals
from Seattle University, which was
called Seattle College at the time.
For seven years, Seattle U has
hosted a fundraiser on the Day
of Remembrance. All proceeds
going to the Minidoka Pilgrimage
Planning Committee (MPPC),
which has offered youth and elder
scholarships for 15 years, enabling
individuals to go on the annual
Minidoka Pilgrimage to the site of a
former internment camp in Idaho.
The Day of Remembrance included
exhibits, speeches, a raffle and
performances by several Taiko clubs
and the Muckleshoot Canoe Family.
Seattle U’s new Hidaka Taikoclub was
among those to perform. Although the
daymarks adark time in our country’s
history, it was also a day of hope.
“The hope I cling to is that people
will not be silent,” Dale Watanabe,
AssistantDirector of the International
Student Center, said in an interview
prior to the Day of Remembrance.
Watanabe is also the treasurer and co-
chair for scholarships at the MPCC.
“The reason I’m involved with
the MPCC is because I want to help
educate people,” Watanabe said. The
MPCC is run entirely by volunteers,
and they have provided scholarships
that have enabled elders and youth
to go on the annual pilgrimage, share
their storyand learn about the past.
Several Seattle U students have gone
on the pilgrimage to Minidoka. One of
these students is Caroline Umukobwa.
She described her experience on the
pilgrimage, saying that she got to see
the original site of block 22, which
includes a group of eight barracks, a
mess hall and showers. Six families
lived in each barrack; each room had
a single light bulb hanging from the
ceiling, no heat and gaps in the floor
and wall boards that allowed dirt and
the biting wind to enter the barracks.
“It was interesting, but also
emotional. Especially when people
shared about their experiences at
the camp,” Umukobwa said. “It is
very educational. I didn’t even know
about the internment camps before
the pilgrimage. It was an eye-opening
experience and you don’t see things
the same afterwards.”
The goal of the annual pilgrimage
is to encourage people to make
their story heard, to educate and
to prevent the same mistakes from
being made in the future. Nakagawa
mirrored this sentiment.
“We remain silent. But it is time for
you all to tell your stories. All of you
have great stories,” Nakagawa said.
“It isbetter today than it was in 1942.
Don’t go back to 1942. Today, I want
all of you to give thanks to each other.
Your story is essential. America needs
good news again.”
A palpable aura of energy and
excitement was present as the Taiko
groups filled the air with the rhythmic
sound of their drums. Performers
ranged from amazingly coordinated
and confident young children to lively
and smiling elderly folks.
Watching the performances put
a smile on the faces of the audience,
despite the sad events surrounding the
day. The goal is to look into the future
with hope and a new sense ofenergy,
to speak up and not remain silent
about the injustices in the world.
“I hope this energizes you to do
something. We cannot afford to be
silent in 2017,” Watanabe said in
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Seattle University’s Hidaka Taiko Club performed at the “Day ofRemembrance”
event in Pigott on Sunday.
his closing remarks. Silence did not
work in the past, and it will not work
now. There is still discrimination
in the world, as has been brought
to the spotlight by recent politics in
America. Many people are scared for
the future ofminority groups such as
Muslims, LGBTQ individuals, people
of color and other groups. Nakagawa
addressed the present concern for
these groups and paralleled it to the
pastofthe Japanesepeople. He stressed
the importance of every person’s
story being told and not allowing
the past to recur.
Sunday ended with a vigil at the
Japanese American Remembrance
Garden on campus. Rain was falling
from the sky and everyonewas holding
an LED light, bowing their head in
silent solidarity, reflecting on the day
and thinking about future hopes.
FEBRUARY 22, 2017
As was said by a prayer leader at
the vigil, “never again 9066.” We
must learn from the past—because
as the popular saying goes—those
who do not learn from history are
bound to repeat it.
Bailee may be reached at
bclark@su-spectator.com
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WORLD ANTHROPOLOGY DAY FILM PANEL ADDRESSES IMMIGRATION
Tess Owen
Staff Writer
Since the Trump administration came
into power, we have seen an influx
of conversation circling the issue of
immigration rights in the United
States. This topic of discussion has
touched Seattle University’s campus
and the city of Seattle directly, and has
personally affected many lives.
This conversation continued on
Thursday night at the screening
of the PBS POY documentary,
“Don’t Tell Anyone” (“No Le Digas
A Nadie”), hosted by the Seattle
U Anthropology Club in honor of
World Anthropology Day.
“I think it’s especially important to
incorporate anthropology in this issue
because it’s this faceless demographic
and that’s precisely what anthropology
looks to do—to paint a picture of who
somebody is or to give a face to a
story or to an experience,” said Fiona
Tiene, an anthropology student and
Treasurer of the Anthropology Club.
“Don’t Tell Anyone” (“No Le
Digas A Nadie”) is an eye-opening
documentary that tells the story of a
young undocumented woman from
Colombia living in New York.
This PBS POV follows Angy Rivera
as she fights for her human rights by
protesting, publicly coming out as
undocumented and filing for a visa
that could change her life.
This documentary is powerful,
hopeful and at times heartbreaking.
The viewer is able to see Rivera’s world
from her perspective and get a sense
of what life as an undocumented
immigrant is like in the United States.
Rivera explains that from a young
age, her mother has carried a deep
fear of being deported, and she taught
Rivera the same caution, constantly
warning her to keep her status a
secret. After graduating from high
school Rivera became involved in a
supportive community of immigrants
and began to channel her energy into
something greater than herself.
Rivera “came out” as undocumented
in front of the immigration building
in New York City, finding .a deep
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empowerment in that action.
“Don’t Tell Anyone” is incredibly
relevant to the crisis immigrants and
refugees today are facing in the U.S.
The film provides insight for those
who worry their perspective on the
issue is limited.
Although the story follows just one
woman, and every undocumented
person’s experience is different
and unique, the film does offer an
opportunity to recognize the common
fears and difficult experiences
undocumentedpeople face.
A panel hosted by members
of the anthropology department
followed the film. Panelists
included sociology, anthropology
and social work instructor Jason
Miller, Carlos Rodriguez, who is an
undocumented Seattle U student and
Julia Wignall, an anthropologist at
Seattle Children’s Hospital.
The panel spoke about how
anthropology and human rights for
undocumented people are connected,
as well as how we can improve our
understanding of these issues.
Miller believes that anthropology
works toward humanizing people.
He explained that humanization is
exactly what we need to improve when
we speak about this issue of the crisis
undocumentedpeople face in the U.S.
“I think the thing that really
resonated with me was the fear and
stress that undocumented students
are under,” Miller said.
Wignall, who has a background in
working with activistsfor immigration
rights, explained how important an
understanding of anthropology is for
controversial topics like this.
“In my personal opinion, I don’t
think anthropology can exist without
activism,” Wignall said.
The panel discussed the ways
anthropology can aid movements
toward a more humane world through
a holistic approach to issues.
Panelists said bringing important
topics to campus is a crucial step
toward activism for human rights.
This film screening and panel
offered a safe space for students
to learn more about the topic and
feel comfortable asking questions.
“The conversation about
undocumented students on campus
hasn’t been talked about as much
as it should be or as much as other
campuses have,” Rodriguez said.
Our university’s holistic approach
to education allows conversations like
this to take place on campus, and gives
students an opportunity to understand
more deeply the issues that affect our
current political and social climate.
Tess may be reached at
towen@su-spectator.com
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UNMASKING ANARCHY AT SEATTLE U CLUB WORKSHOP
Katie Coyle
Volunteer Writer
As most of campus sat hunched over
tests and papers on Thursday night,
a small group of students and Seattle
community members traipsed their
way over to a classroom in Chardin
Hall for an Anarchy Club Workshop.
The groups background knowledge
on anarchy was diverse. A few Seattle
University students flipped through
flyers as they sat, eager for a deeper
glimpse into a topic that sparked
their interest.
Others, like experienced anarchists
Kiran Oommen and Max Chee-Garza,
guided notable political activist and
author Shon Meckfessel to the front of
the room.
Meckfessel spent the first hour
spiritedly and thoroughly presenting
the history of anarchy around the
world. He began by clearing up a
common misconception about the
word “anarchy.”
He said the general public imagines
the word as a synonym for chaos and
violence. In reality, he explained,
anarchists use violence on objects—-
not people—to create a more peaceful,
equal and self-governed world.
Meckfessel described his view as “a
belief that we do a better jobat making
the rules than authority figures.”
He continued by launching into the
rich history of the word “anarchy”
from the first self-proclaimed
anarchist, Pierre Joseph Proudhon to
anti-bureaucratic C.L.R. James.
Meckfessel addressed some
memorable, moments for anarchists;
in 1977, two gay men shoved a pie
into Anita Bryants face. Bryant was
an influential anti-gay advocate and
the anarchistic incident with the pie
quickly turned her into a laughing-
stock. Similarly, white supremacist
William Luther Pierce was picking
up momentum as a leader until a few
anarchists threw eggs at him during a
speech, and immediately stripped him
ofhis powerful image.
Meckfessel then seized the room’s
unwavering attention with a story
about a riot in Greece. In 2008, a
fifteen-year-old boy was shot bypolice
for being an anarchist in the central
district of Athens. Anarchists rioted
around the entire country for three
full weeks, burning banks and other
representations of authority.
The riots continued sporadically,
until three bank employees were
killed in one of the fires. The deaths
weren’t tied to the anarchists —the
bank employer locked the workers
inside the bank—but, each Greek
anarchist felt personally responsible
for the casualties.
Meckfessel usedthisas an illustration
of the discrepancy between the desire
to hurt the people and the desire to
hurt the system—anarchists strive
towards the latter.
“Anti-capitalism tries to show
disrespect for property and respect for
life,” he said.
Meckfessel spent the next
hour of the workshop answering
audience questions.
“How do we de-stigmatize the
word anarchy’?” one audience
member asked.
Meckfessel said anarchy has been
crucial to achieving universally
appreciated parts of life. For example,
without unions, he said, we wouldn’t
have weekends. He also touched on
the importance of accepting different
opinions and maintaining humility
through those tough conversations.
After the event, Kiran Oommen,
Seattle U sophomore sociology major,
spoke about his observations of the
studentcommunity.
“There’s a sense of left, even far left
folks, who are potentially sympathetic
with a lot of anarchist ideals,” Oomen
said, adding that mainstream media
and public opinion have contributed
to the perception of anarchyas a “dirty
word.”
Oomen said the more nuanced,
complicated anarchy discussions are
often overlooked when people only
see anarchists “block up” with masks
and break windows.
“They just get scared,” Oommen
said. “And there’s no intellectual
conversation that happens there. I
don’t think that’s productive. I want to
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Self-proclaimed anarchists at a protest in front of Westlake Center, the day before
Inauguration Day.
work to fight that.”
Self-describedstudent anarchist and
freshman biochemistry major Max
Chee-Garza expressed a similar view.
After echoing Oommen’s desire
to eliminate the “mainstream”
connotations of anarchy, Chee-Garza
spoke up about his personal choice to
become an anarchist.
“I see the immense amount of
poverty around the world,” he said. “I
see the state, and I see who profits off
of their misfortune. That’s why I’m an
anarchist. It’s because there are people
of the same kind of privilege that I
have who perpetuate the suffering
ofothers.”
Chee-Garza then brought the issue
into the largerconversation by relating
it to modern politics. He asked the
theoretical and thought-provoking
question: what would happen if
FEBRUARY 22. 2017
the protestors at Standing Rock
fought back?
“Would we demonize those at
Standing Rock? Would we demonize
the veterans who stood with them?”
Chee-Garza said.
Meckfessel, Oommen and Chee-
Garza all urged interested students
to contact the anarchy club, which
they can do by emailing Oommen
about upcoming meetings. The next
meeting, he says, is on Monday, Feb.
27 in Chardin at 8 p.m.
“They should get in contact with
me,” Oommen said. “I have lots of
information that I distribute freely
from my room. They’ll probably
see me around; I usually look like
an anarchist.”
Editor may be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
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SU’S CAMPUS SUSTAINABILITY: A SHARED GOAL AND RESPONSIBILITY
Les Tobias
StaffWriter
If you remember the Garbology event
from two weeks ago, it’s probably
because you noticed a mountain of
trash piled in front of the Lemieux
Library. That waste was collected
and sorted in full view to kick off
Seattle University’s participation in
RecycleMania, a national tournament
running until April 1.
The point of the event is for students
and faculty to think critically about
how much, and how often, they toss
items away for good. That mission
of waste diversion is part of a larger
goal carried out by Seattle U’s Center
for Environmental Justice and
Sustainability (CEJS).
The CEJS is located in the Bullitt
Center just off campus, and has
a “mission to inspire care for our
community through the research
and practice of social, economic and
environmental justice.”
Helping lead that charge is
Sustainability Manager Yolanda
Cieters.whospokeaboutRecycleMania
and Seattle U’s commitment to
environmental stewardship.
“A lot of this is related to our
sustainability efforts on campus,
which we had documented for the
first time last year in a report called
the STARS report,” Cieters said.
The Sustainability Tracking,
Assessment and Rating System, or
STARS report for short, is a programby
The Association for the Advancement
of Sustainability in Higher Education
(AASHE). It’s a consortium of many
higher education institutions in the
United States.
The STARS report is a transparent,
self-reporting framework for colleges
and universities to measure their
sustainability performance.
The score is built on participation
in four main categories: academics,
engagement, operations and
marketing. After just one year of
participation, Seattle U received a
gold star rating of 69.41.
Our university’s STARS report was
so good that, according to ASHEE.
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org, we were selected to be one of
13 Centers for Sustainability Across
the Curriculum, which will partner
with AASHE to offer workshops
and other professional development
opportunities on sustainability in
the curriculum.
“It was greatto documenteverything
that we are doing on campus,” Cieters
said. “Then also see, okay, nowwe can
really identify where [we] are actually
performing pretty poorly, and where
can we still advance and do a lotmore.”
For instance, using your own
Tupperware and to-go containers at
C-Street can help reduce our compost
waste stream.
“I thinkabout it a lot,” said ToriHoff,
a junior electrical engineering major.
Like many, Hoff makes an effort, but
acknowledges that more can always
be done.
“I try to compost as much as possible
and use reusable containers for my
lunch everyday,” she said. “When I
go to the grocery store I always bring
reusable bags and try to buy brands
that have recyclable packaging.”
It’s a good strategy, and one that is
promoted by those most aware ofhow
to make an individual impact in larger
sustainability efforts.
Eric Elliott, the Recycling
Coordinator and Compost Technician
for Seattle U, continues to actively
educate and lead the campus-wide
effort toward sustainability.
“Think about what you buy, and
whether or not you really need it,
because once you have something
in your possession, it is your
responsibility—to the environment
and everyone else around you—to
make sure it gets used and disposed
of in the least harmful way possible,”
Elliott said.
The various receptacles on campus
provide an opportunity to make the
largest direct impact, and empower
students to sort their trash. Based
on the level of trash diverted at
RecycleMania, this is an area in which
students believe they could improve.
“I think I could do better!” said
Jori Kristen Acacio, a senior strategic
communications major. “My personal
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Garbology, Recycle Mania’s kickoff at SU, diverted 78 pounds of recyclables and
169 pounds ofcompostable materials from the landfill.
problem is that with the whole
garbage, recycle, and compost system
I sometimes get confused as to what’s
considered recycle or compost, and
sometimes I end up throwing things
away and disposing things in the
wrong area.”
While the CEJS homepage states
that The City of Seattle diverted 57.1
percent of its compostable trash from
landfills in 2015, it has set a goal to
divert 70 percent of its waste by 2022.
The national diversion rate is about
34.5 percent, but some cities like San
Francisco, which leads the country
with an 80 percent waste diversion
rate, and Portland, with a 70 percent
rate, do much better.
These numbers have been a
motivating factor in driving
our university to contribute to
environmental sustainability.
That goal of environmental
sustainability involves every
individual on campus. Taking the
RecycleManiacs pledge to reduce your
waste is one way to showyour support.
Taking the pledge is about
identifying the positive changes you
can commit to when it comes to
producing and disposing of garbage.
There will be many opportunities to
sign up around campus in comings
weeks. More than a pledge however,
it’s about personal vigilance.
“[Our] ‘trash’ doesn’t just disappear
after you put it into a can,” Elliott
said. “So please remember that it’s
up to each and every one of us to be
a responsible consumer, because our
waste says volumes about us.”
Les may be reached at
ltobias@su-spectator.com
10TH ANNUAL DANCE MARATHON SHATTERS FUNDRAISING GOAL
Dozens of Seattle University students
gathered in the Campion Ballroom
on Saturday to hold the 10th annual
Seattle University Dance Marathon.
The event raises money for the Seattle
Childrens Hospital Uncompensated
Care Fund. Many students enjoyed
lively activities, munched on food
donated by local restaurants and, of
course, danced for 16 straight hours.
By the end of the day, they raised
$148,210—far surpassing their goal of
$125,000. - Tess Riski, News Editor
Dnacers celebrating raising $148,210for Seattle Children’s Hospital
A photo of the organizers and dancers of the 2017 Seattle University
Dance Marathon
Miracle Child Lexi leading the dance at SUDM.
Miracle Children blowing out the Birthday cake for SUDM's 10th birthday
A dance catwalk during Power Hour SAMIRA SHOBEIRI • THE SPECTATOR
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WHAT SEATTLE U ARMY ROTC CADETS DO ON THE WEEKEND
Helen Kesthely
Ad Manager
After spending the better part of the
week cramming for midterms, 50
Seattle University students spent the
weekend ofFeb. 11-12 training at
Joint-Base Lewis McChord (JBLM).
These ArmyROTC Cadets put their
lives on hold for two days of crawling
in the dirt, pulling security and—-
most importantly—learning to work
as leaders a part of a team.
Each quarter, cadets pack their
rucks and head to the base. Field
training exercises (FTX) last between
two to three days and are comprised
of different training opportunities.
Each cadet is pushed to their limits
and challenged in a new way. Arriving
around 0600, they immediately went
to work setting up shelters. An hour
later, each squad was moving to their
respective lane to conduct training.
Saturday was broken up into
three phases: four Field Leadership
Recreation Course (FLRC) lanes, two
Situational Training Exercise (STX)
lanes, and HMMWV (High Mobility
Multi-purpose Wheel Vehicle) Egress
Assistance Trainer (HEAT)/Patrol
Base Operations. Sunday was devoted
to drown proofing at Keeler Pool.
The FLRC lanes are designed
to create team unity to complete
a mission. The senior cadets (also
known as Military Science Level 4 or
MS4s) presented the junior Cadets
(also known as Military Science Level
3 or MS3s) with a “mission” and
coordinating instructions.
The MS3s then disseminate the
information to their squad members
and create a plan to accomplish the
mission. A typical mission involves
crossing an obstacle using only a few
pieces of wood. The entire squad was
required to cross the obstacle and take
all the equipment across.
As a first-year Cadet, Hannah Koval
really enjoyed this portion of the
weekend and believes her squad truly
benefited from it. “I felt that it was a
great team building exercise and as a
squad we grew closer,” Koval said.
The Cadet Battalion Commander,
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Rebecca Roudbari, agreed with Koval.
“I was impressed withthe coordination
the squads had on FLRC lanes,”
Roudbari said. “The tasks weren’t easy
and they required help from juniors
to freshman. By working together,
most Cadets were able to successfully
complete the obstacles and learn
different aspects of leadership from
each [lane].”
STX lanes were a bit more tactical
but still heavily dependent on
teamwork. Each lane was run by MS4s
who acted as the oppositional forces
(OPFOR).
Once again, the squads received
a mission, devised and executed
their plan. Both missions involved
conducting an attack on OPFOR, one
with a bunker and one without. The
lanes were especially challenging for
the MS3s who acted as squad leaders,
which required them to demonstrate
proficiency in land navigation,
thorough knowledge of tactics and
battle drills, and an ability to lead up
to nine individuals.
Adam Freed, one of the MS3s,
expressed his appreciation of the
weekend training.
“The development and training
taking place during a FTX is
irreplaceable,” he said. “We finally
get to practice the skills we’ve been
learning and put them to practical
use and get immediate feedback.
This is not only to help us develop
into successful leaders in the U.S.
Army, but also into successful leaders
for life.”
The third part ofSaturday consisted
of HEAT training. Unlike FLRC and
STX, which have been conducted
before at FTXs, HEAT was a
completely new experience for all
cadets. The training is designed to
give soldiers an idea of what it is like
to rollover in a HMMWV and how
to prevent injury and escape from
the vehicle.
While the rest of the cadets
practiced setting up a patrol base,
four cadets at a time were strapped
into the HEAT trainer and literally
rolled around. Foam blocks, and the
occasional canteen, were left loose
PHOTO COURTESY OF ROTC
Cadets work together to complete an FLRC lane, using two logs to climb over a
wall.
to simulate objects being thrown
around the vehicle in the event of an
accident. When the simulator was
completely upside down, the cadets
had to unbuckle themselves, get out of
the vehicle and set up a rally point to
ensure the entire team made it out.
After a night pulling security in
buddy teams, the battalion packed up
all the gear and headed to Keeler pool
for a class on drown proofing. Cadets
were taught how to use their uniform
to create a personal flotation device,
which could increase an individual’s
chance of survival in the water. The
training lasted only a few hours,
after which cadets were transported
back to Seattle U and released for the
remainder of the weekend.
Exhausted yet upbeat, MS2 Nicole
Schripsema commented on how
much fun she had that weekend. “The
comradery between the cadets was
encouraging. I enjoyed the training
more than last quarter and really feel
like my base of knowledge grew over
the weekend.”
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SU COMMUNITY MEMBER SAYS
HE WILL WALK CROSS-COUNTRY
SPREADING MESSAGE OF LOVE
Haley Witt
Staff Writer
It's for students who live on
campus to become acquainted with
familiar faces.
Most ofthem are otherstudents—a
few of which always seem to
share your schedule to an eerily
accurate degree.
Others are faculty members who
can be caught scuttling to and from
their jobs at various hours.
These two categories are typical:
students and faculty, people who
can generally be found on any
university campus.
However, I have recognized a
third, more subtle category of faces
that I see fluttering in and out of
buildings unnoticed.
Seattle University is an open
campus, meaning anybody can come
and go as they please regardless
of whether they work or take
classes here. It's not uncommon for
seemingly random people to be seen
reading in the library, running on the
track or lounging in the law school
building. Often our campus is where
Seattle's brightest characters find a
place to rest their feet.
A few weeks ago, I noticed a new
face. It was around 8 p.m. or so, and
the rest of the dining facility was
almost entirely abandoned.
Bing Bing Li makes a stop at Seattle U on his journey down the West Coast
FEATURES
When I saw him for the first time,
he was sitting alone at a dining table
at the Cherry Street Market in the
Student Center.
Beside his table sat a cart with a
small, handmade sign.
The sign was embellished with red
letters that said:
"Equal and unconditional love for
all our fellow creatures across all
space/time/matter/energy is the only
way out (of the human misery). I'm
walking across the world to spread
the message above. I have no money
and do not want any. I just need (any)
food and water."
I snapped a quick photograph for
my own reflection, feeling inspired.
When I saw him again a few days
later he was sitting at the same table,
eating another meal.
Overcome with curiosity, I
approached him.
I wanted to hear what he had to
say. After all, if he says he is planning
to walk across the whole world to
deliver his message, I thought it ought
to be a good one.
He smiled at me, deepening
the creases in his face. He quickly
corrected me when fcalled him "sir".
"My name is Bing Bing Li," he said.
I looked around. There was no way
for me to confirm his identity nor did
I have any reason to believe anything
he said, but I simply let him continue.
Everything he told me next could
very well be a scam, but what he said
has been stirring in my mind since
that day.
And so, Li began telling me
"his story". -
Until two years ago, he said he had
been living the "normal life" and was
extremely discontent.
He was born in China and lived
there for 30 years working as an
aerospace engineer. Then he moved
to Vancouver, B.C. and lived there for
the next 15 years.
"I lived in a house for four years.
The last car I had was a well-equipped
six cylinder SUV. But I was never this
at peace and this happy deep down.
Even though I have less, and I have
to camp out in the park and it's not
heated, I'm so much happier deep
down because I believe now, I'm
doing the right thing. I'm not living
for myself but for the common good,"
Li said.
He explained to me that he suffered
from depression for over three years
of his life, and had attempted suicide
nearly 30 times.
His resolution to spread the
message of love began the morning
of his last suicide attempt.
"That morning I got up and I started
to realize I was being selfish. I was
just trying to save myself by getting
away from it all. I have to try to save
everybody, including myself. So, that
morning I decided to start becoming
like this," he said.
That was two years ago.
He launched his new life in
Vancouver, camping out at parks
with his sign. But he says he faltered
at first, abandoning his plan and re-
entering the workforce for seven
months. Eventually he retreated from
his "normal life" yet again.
Li said he knew he needed to leave
Vancouver. He came to Bellingham,
Wash, in August of last year, then
walked the 90 miles from Bellingham
to Seattle. He has resided in Seattle
for over two months. He sleeps in a
nearby park and says he has started
to feel like his spot in Cherry Street
Market is his "living room". He likes to
sit and eat his food, drink some water
and read books.
When Li is out exploring the city, he
said he sets himself up somewhere
busy. He adjusts his sign so that any
passersby can easily read it, and
he shakes his maracas. As he was
explaining this, he asked if I wanted
to see them. Upon my nod, he pulled
two wooden, red maracas from his
bag and lifted them to my face.
"I shake them and I sing a little
bit," he said. "Music connects
people. It softens people's hearts,
softens the barrier that most people
have between them and the rest of
12
the universe."
He says that people respond in an
overwhelmingly positive way, smiling
at him, hugging him and some stick
around to talk.
Li seems to like that.
He told me a story about an
enlightening moment he had a few
weeks ago on the University of
Washington campus. He was gazing
at Mount Rainier and said it struck
him that the mountain was alive.
He explained how it's composed of
many organic materials and living
things, and how the human body is
not so different from this mountain,
that there are "billions and billions of
microorganisms on and in our bodies
that coexist within us."
Li then started to talk about this
model on a wider scale.
"There's a human body [composed]
ofthe entire humanity, madeout of all
ofthese humans. [There are] justsizes
at different scales of this structure of
the entire universe, of which every
part of it is alive," Li said. "At every
scale, it works differently, it has
different features, different working
mechanisms. But that's outside
superficial differences. It's one thing
that transcended everything."
This concept is what Li calls the
HALEY WITT • THE SPECTATOR
BingBing Li, standing outside Cherry Street next to his cart.
"essence of everything." He said that
humans have an acute sense of self
that has caused us to live as if we are
much more important than anything
else in the universe, which is the root
of the problems we face.
"It's a disease that we acquired
when the first human was born.
We have been getting progressively
more and more ill. Sicker and sicker
throughout history," he said.
While Li says his practices are
based on core religious beliefs, he has
rejected formal religion.
"Religions have been exploited
by those people who claim to be
apostles or clergy, exploited for their
personal beings," he said.
He also rejects the premise that
God is human-like or human-shaped.
"For me, what most people see
as God, [I see as] the essence of
everything that transcends all scales
of the entire universe, which is one
living thing. Every part of it is a living
organism. We humans, at this scale,
are just parts of it," he‘said.
Li explained that his new journey is
one he hopes to continue for the rest
of his life. He is trying to "cure the
sickness," and he said he hopes his
cause will become a mass-movement.
"I believe it's probably the most
important movement in the entire
human history. There have been
all kinds of movements-Religious,
spiritual, political--but I believe never
have we really addressed the root
cause of all human problems and
suffering," Li said." It's not just for one
group of people, or for a few people's
gains, but for the entire humanity."
Li says he is leaving Seattle in a
matter of days to start down the west
coast. He explained he has lingered
here waiting for a foot injury to heal.
If this is truly his plan, Li will
encounter many new faces during his
journey cross-country, but Li's face is
one that I will always remember.
"It's about the message," Li
said, pointing at his sign as I took
a photograph.
Haley can be reached at
hwitt@su-spectator.com
February 22, 2017
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Bing Bing Li plans on walking the West
Coast.
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A studentcarefully follows along to Bob Ross’ soothing stroke instructions.
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Students (right) proudly display their art.
Bob Ross’ show, “The Joy ofPainting” was on PBS for over a decade.




STUDENTS GATHERED AT BELLARMINE HALL TO PAINT ALONG
WITH BOB ROSS VIDEOS ON THURSDAY, MAKING THEIR OWN
“HAPPY ACCIDENTS.” ALL PHOTOS BY ELISE WANG.
WOOD SHOP: CLOSEST THING TO TEXAS BBQ IN SEATTLE
Jenna Ramsey
Editor in Chief
Wood Shop BBQ, a small restaurant-
slash-bar tucked away in the Central
District on S Jackson Street, is the
closest thing this Texan has found
to southwestern comfort food in
Seattle. Kansas-born Matt Davis
and Texas native James Barrington,
who started the business in 2014
with a food truck, recently opened
the doors to this permanent
barbecue spot.
At 4:30 on a Thursday afternoon,
several people were already there
to get their meat fix. My friend and
I could smell the brisket smoking
before we walked in.
The restaurant is tiny but
accommodating; there’s one table
with chairs, stools around the bar
and another set of stools lined along
the front window. The back wall is
decorated with an illustrated map
of barbecue-famous cities across
the country, including Lockhart,
Texas—what I consider to be
the Mecca of smoked meats, and
where my family makes a daytrip
whenever I’m home.
When I decided to move from
Austin, Texas to Seattle for college,
I knew one of the biggest sacrifices
would be my hometown barbecue.
Few things in this world are as great
as the glistening,charcoal-blackcrust
of a smoked brisket, and knowing
I would only get a taste on holiday
breaks was a difficult adjustment.
It’s easyto be picky about barbecue
because it has such stark regional
variation, and my biased (correct)
opinion is that Central Texas offers
the best style in the country. We
prioritize beef over pork, smoke
over sauce and meat over sides.
Thankfully, so does Wood Shop.
I got my usual order of a quarter-
pound ofbrisket (lean) and a linkof
sausage, with coleslaw on the side.
No ribs this time, since the smallest
order would have been too much on
top of everything else, though the
guy behind the bar insisted they’re
great. The prices were reasonable; it
would be easy to rack up a big bill if
you’re paying for a group, but I spent
just over $15.
The menu has a great variation. In
addition to standalone meat options,
sold by the quarter pound, the
restaurant offers sandwiches, plus
smoked jalapeno mac and cheese
bowls with a few different choices of
meat as a topping. My friend ordered
“The Woody,” which comes with
pulled pork.
Immediately the food made me
think of home. The fatty, blackened
ends of the brisket tore apart without
the help of a knife, the sausage was
juicy without being overly greasy
and the coleslaw was a nice, light
palette cleanser. I stole a bite of The
Woody, too, which was as rich as its
description suggested. A familiar
heat started to build in the back
of my throat after each bite, and I
decided coming here wouldn’t just
be a one-off.
The Pulled Pork Mac Bowl with sausage topping. SAMIRA SHOBEIRI • THE SPECTATOR
A strange thing happened around
2012. Barbecue—the food I’d always
known as unfussy, unpretentious
and cheap, cheap, cheap—became
trendy. Pit masters started earning
magazine cover stories. The Food
Network began profiling joints
across the country, soon dedicating
entire shows to the craft. Many of
my favorite places in Texas are now
branded with the ultimate sign
of success: an autographed photo
of Guy Fieri, framed above the
doorway as a declaration of big-
name approval.
Where I’m from,plenty of locals are
peeved that the secrets of our unique
style of barbecue are spreading to the
farthest corners of the country. But
I couldn’t be more appreciative. This
sudden spike in interest has paved
the way for restaurants like Wood
Shop to bring Texas barbecue to
places far outside the state, and now
West Coast transplants like me with
homesick taste buds can satisfy our
cravings nearby.
There are certainly atmospheric
elements of the places I like to hit at
everything food
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home that I missed at Wood Shop.
Seeing the meat sliced in front of
you as you order, steam rising from
its center; the cuts piled onto a
greasy piece of butcher paper with a
cool jalapeno and a hunk of cheddar
cheese on the side; a fire burning in a
corner of the room even though it’s a
hundred-plus degrees out.
Atmosphere aside, the flavors
were there, and I can’t ask for much
more 2,000 miles away from home.
And contrary to past barbecue
experiences, I didn’t leave Wood
Shop feeling like I had traded my
soul for a future heart condition.
Overall: A delicious plate of food I’d
go back for anytime.
Wood Shop, at 2513 S Jackson
Street, is open from 4 p.m. to
midnight on weekdays, and from
11 a.m. to midnight—or until the
meat is gone —Saturday through
Sunday. Hours and locations for
the food truck can be found at
thewoodshopbbq.com.
Jenna may be reached at
editor@su-spectator.com
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ANGEL OLSEN DESCENDS TO THE NEPTUNE FOR A SOLD OUT SHOW
Anna Kaplan
Staff Writer
Back in September, Angel Olsen
quietly announced she would be
adding dates to her My Woman Tour,
including a show inSeattle in February.
Five monthslater, Feb. 18 finally rolled
around, and Olsen graced the stage at
The Neptune Theatre.
Olsen is a singer-songwriterborn in
St. Louis, Missouri, now working out
of Asheville, North Carolina. Olsen
has been on the indie-alternative
radar for years, but has gained the
most critical acclaim with her 2016
album, “MY WOMAN.”
The record features Olsens nostalgic
vocals and soft guitars perfected into
new experimental tracks that glide
through theairwaves. “MY WOMAN”
broke into the top ten of almost every
Top Albums of 2016 lists, including
Pitchfork, Stereogum and KEXP.
Olsen’s show quickly sold out after
the announcement despite it being
over five months away. I managed to
snag a ticket, and began anxiously
awaiting 9 p.m. on Saturday evening.
Opening the night were local
favorites Sloucher, who played a set
of songs from their latest release,
“Certainty,” and a new song towards
the end of their set.
Chris , Cohen were up next, and
have been opening for Olsen at all
of the south and west shows on the
My vfpman Tour. Cohen had a soft
Style with a touch of gray in his hair,
and played songs from his entire
discography. He played with a full
band, with some added intensity to his
lullaby style songs.
An eerie and spooky instrumental
of the song “Intern” started shaking
the walls of The Neptune around 11:15
p.m., causing the crowd to get antsy
and yell out cheers of anticipation.
Olsen appeared about a minute later
with her band, which were all wearing
matching grey suits (pant suits for the
ladies), complete with bolo ties. She
didn’t waste a second and started the
night with “Never Be Mine.”
She alternated songs from “MY
WOMAN” and her previous record,
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“Burn Your Fire for No Witness,”
playing favorites from both such as
“Shut Up Kiss Me” and “Hi-Five.”
In addition to having catchy hooks,
Olsen’s lyrics describe almost any
scenario, making her easy to identify
with. She is a little shy on stage too, but
it almost makes her more charming
and charismatic.
It was about halfway through the
set when she stopped and reminisced
on her headlining show at Barboza
years ago, a much smallerbar next to
Neumos. She also added that she was
exhausted, due to playing an in-studio
performance at KEXP at 10 a.m.
After that point, following each
song, she would remark on how tired
she was or how late it was, making it
seem like she almost didn’t want to be
playing the show.
Olsen continued anyway with a
couple slow songs, before saying
she had to skip one to play a more
upbeat tune to “keep herself awake.”
The song was “Not Gonna Kill You,”
which was much more potent than
the album version.
After that track, Olsen’s manager
brought out a small amount of liquid
in plastic cups for the entire band to
Olsen’s delight. She exclaimed, “Oh
yes! Drink your juice everyone,” and
then became much more energetic
than before.
“Forgiven/Forgotten” and “Give It
Up,” the last songs of the night, were
two of my favorites. Olsen was upbeat
and awake, and sang so compellingly
that it was hard to look away.
After those songs, Olsen and the
band disappeared before quickly
returning for an encore. The first
song was “Intern,” which sounded
amazing in The Neptune. Olsen’s
shrill vocals bounced off the walls
and the organ and guitar combination
gave me goosebumps.
Olsen closed the encore set with a
cover of The Motel’s “Total Control,”
adding her own flair to the classic
70s track. Despite the exhaustion of
months of touring setting in, Olsen
played a beautiful, captivating show
to a sold-out room, and helped the
Seattle community at the same time.
Olsen’s performance was part of
the Little Big Show series, presented
by Starbucks, KEXP and Seattle
Theatre Group. Little Big Shows
are charity events where all the
proceeds are donated to a Seattle-
based organization. The organization
changes with each show, and the
National Film Festival for Talented
Youth (NFFTY) was chosen as the
beneficiary of this show.
NFFTY started in 2007 as the
flagship program of The Talented
Youth, a non-profit that supports
young filmmakers. NFFTY has now
grown into the largest film festival for
aspiring directors aged 24 and under.
Olsen’s show marked the 17th Little
Big Show/ The 18th Little Big Show
will to feature Mitski at The Neptune
on April 8.
Anna may be reached at
akaplan@su-spectator.com
VIA ANGEL OLSEN
MUSLIM STUDENT ASSOCIATION’S REJOICE IS CAUSE FOR CELEBRATION
Carlos Cervantes
Staff Writer
The Father LeRoux Conference
Center is often a place where the
accomplishments of staff and students
are recognized, but it is not everyday
that their cultures receive the
same attention.
Rejoice, the Muslim Student
Associations sold out event could be
said to have done just that. Featuring
-live performances, food and various
interactive booths, the event served
as a showcase and commemoration of
the various people that practice Islam
around the world.
Current events, such as Donald
Trumps travel ban, has made Rejoice
all the more timely and significant.
Though the intent of the program was
celebratory and based in education,
there were also portions that
recognized the challenges faced by
Muslim people in our country.
“In light of everything that has
been going on, we wanted to take this
opportunity to represent who we are,”
said Haleema Bharoocha, a member
of the MSA leadership team.
Upon entering the venue, guests
were immediately greeted by a
number of stations, each dedicated to
a different muslim majority country.
Represented in these stations were
Somalia, India, Saudi Arabia, Algeria,
Pakistan, Ethiopia and Iran, each with
students eager to talk about them.
Each station also had a display
board that covered information
such as language, geology, food and
everything else thatmade that country
unique. The stations were also adorned
with a variety of objects associated
with their respective countries, such
as flags, jewelry, clothing and other
handcrafted items. The booths also
offered visitors the opportunity to get
henna tattoos and have their names
written in Farsi, while also learning
the importance of these elements in
their respective cultures.
Though Rejoice easily lent itself
to discussion and sharing one’s
experiences with others, it also
offered a more contemplative space
for immersion in the form of its
photo wall. It depicted a very wide
range of subjects, both spiritual and
mundane, public and personal, across
the countries being recognized in the
event. Thephotos felt veryintentionally
taken and selected for this display,
each with its own narrative told
without text or explanation. Though
the photo wall carried different
meanings for different people, the
most direct takeaway was that the
Muslim community is both diverse
and far-reaching, yet also united by a
common thread.'
After having allotted time for guests
to enjoy the displays, Rejoice shifted
into live performances with talent
from many of the different student
organizations that helped put it
together. This segment began with a
powerful spoken word performance
by Naima Shaltu, who spoke to
the duplicity of American values,
specifically with regards to religious
freedom and human rights. In it, she
criticized the pledge of allegiance and
other compulsory practices within
the United States, making the claim
Presenters brought items that showcased their culture (i.e clothing, pictures, etc). JESSICA DOMINGO • THE SPECTATOR
that they are expected of everyone
even though they do not represent
everyone’s views.
This was followed by the cultural
fashion show where representatives
from different clubs displayed
traditional and festive clothing
and explained their purpose and
significance to the audience. The
second half of Rejoice also featured
dances performed by both the South
Asian Student Association and the
MSA leadership committee.
“We were very excited that MSA
gave us the opportunity to represent
our culture,” said PJ Virk, a junior
business management major and the
performer representing the South
Asian Student Association.
The event concluded with a short
but significant setlist from localrapper
and poet Essam Muhammad, whose
material is closely tied to his spiritual
identity and the challenges he sees
in our society. In his songs and the
exchanges he had with the audience,
Muhammad addressed topics like the
unequal treatment of people of color,
evidenced in his mother’s experience
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at a hospital, as well as the unethical
practices ofwhite media professionals.
The Muslim Student Association
plans to follow up on the success of
Rejoice with other programs in the
near future.
“I hope students who attended the
event recognized the diverse cultures
that are present within the religion
of Islam and the diversity of Muslim
students on our campus,” said Anab
Nur, another of the MSA leaders
behind the event “We are planning
for Rejoice to be an annual event at
SU. For the rest of year we have some
workshops we will be doing called
Allyship in the Age of Islamophobia?’
Carlos may be reached at
ccervantes@su-spectator.com
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CRITIC’S CORNER: LEGO BATMAN REVIEW
JoshMerchant
Staff Writer
The film industry has spawned a
variety of fantastic movies over the
past century; films such as Titanic,
Slumdog Millionaire and Avatar
were not only hugely successful, but
enormouslyacclaimed. Unfortunately,
not every film can be a winner.
After the success of The Lego Movie
in 2014, the creators sought to create
another hit in the form of The Lego
Batman Movie.
This film genuinely had its moments.
It was entertaining, and the humor
had a level of self-awareness, with the
writers understanding the inherent
stupidity of creating a film based on a
toy based on another film, originally
based on a comic. The writers tried
to lean into the stupidity, and to
some degree, they were successful in
creating a funny movie.
However, the film failed in several
ways to create a meaningful story.
For one, the self-aware humor only
went so far. At many times, the humor
was awkward and simplistic. The jokes
were surface-level, and the writing
lacked wit. Granted, dumb humor is
a part of the experience of watching a.
Lego movie. But after fifteen minutes,
the joke gets old, and the satire turns
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into just lazy writing.
The writers spread themselves too
thin, trying to work with too many
emotional conflicts. Was Batman in
need of family? Was he trying to find
purpose? Was he struggling with his
moral compass? Instead of doing one
plot line well, they tried to tackle three
different emotional struggles and
failed at all three. Insteadofportraying
character growth and teaching about
how to find purpose in the world, the
film got lost in its many different sub-
plots and actually conveyed very little.
To make it even worse, when the
movie got even close to having a nice
moment, the writers ruined it by
throwing in a cheap potty joke. Many
similar films mastered a subtlety of
potty humor mixed in with emotional
depth. These films, like Shrek and The
Emperors New Groove had an nice
balance of comedy and emotion. The
Lego Batman Movie, however, did
not, and therefore felt extraordinarily
two-dimensional.
That’s not to say that the movie
was completely devoid of emotional
meaning. There were some cute
moments, though cheesy. But these
moments were few and far between.
This is a childrens movie. It doesn’t
necessarily need wit or emotional
depth to entertain eight-year-olds.
However, what it does need is a clear,
easy-to-follow plot. This movie did
not have that.
Even as an adult, I found myself
feeling like I missed something
wheneveranything happened. Theplot
line was choppy, and it required close
attention in order to follow what was
going on. The plot lacked coherence
and flow, and many adults couldn’t
understand what was happening, let
alone an eight-year-old.
Sometimes, when a film lacks in
emotion, humor and flow, it makes
up for it with animation. But that
was not the case here. There was
no beauty to the animation. Much
like the rest of the movie, it was
overwhelmingly mediocre.
One of the movie’s few saving graces
was the voice acting. The jokes may
have been cheap and surface-level,
but the delivery almost made up
for it. Will Arnett, Michael Cera,
Rosario Dawson, Ralph Fiennes and
Zach Galifianakis made some of the
dumbest jokes somehow funny.
Ultimately, however, the film failed to
make a significant impression.
I still don’t see the point of creating
a Lego movie, so maybe there’s some
joke that’s flying right over my head.
But even if it’s supposed to be some
kind of a satire, making fun of itself
and spoofing the original Batman
films, that joke alone can’t sustain an
entire full-length film.
The Lego Batman Movie required
significantly more substance, and it
could have been much more clever
and meaningful than it was, given its
budget, publicity and cast.
In the end, the movie was okay for
what it was—an intentionally dumb
and shallow film. The writers sought
to create more out of it, but ultimately
failed to exceed expectations, and in.
many respects, failed to meet them to
begin with.





The Connolly Complex was full of
emotion on Saturday, Feb. 18. It was
senior night and the Seattle University
men’s basketball team (12-15, 4-7
Western Athletic Conference) was
up against California State University
Bakersfield Mens Basketball team
(19-7, 10-1), the leading team in the
WAC standings.
With four minutes and 48 seconds
left on the clock, the Redhawks were
tied against the‘Runners, 42-42. About
two minutes later, the two teams were
tied, still, 46-46. The crowd cheered
louder in between pursued field
goals, while both coaches expressed
their concerns.
With 20 seconds left on the clock,
the tie was broken. The Redhawks
lost against the ‘Runners, who kept
their topmost position in the WAC
standings, 51-48.
“They’re [CSU Bakersfield] league
leaders in the conference for a reason.
They’re going to tough out. They
scrap and they fight you, they go after
you, and they got multiple guys that
compete,” Seattle University’s men’s
basketball Head Coach Cameron
Dollar said. “But I thought, like what
was evident [was] that we can play
with them.”
The Redhawks took the lead during
the first half of the game with six
points, 28-22, a lead Dollar wished
was greater. A bigger lead in the first
halfcould have helped extend the lead
to the second half.
“At the start of the firsthalfI thought
we should’vehad a bigger league going
in half time with how we had played,”
Dollar said. “Then we made some
errors, didn’t shoot it well and then in
the second half, their [CSU Bakerfield]
defense just kind of bothered us a
little bit.”
Striving to move past this
bothersome defense, Seattle Us
underclassmen played tough. The
MENS BASKETBALL FIGHTS TO THE FINISH ON SENIOR NIGHT
SPORTS
spotlight was on freshman guard for
the Redhawks, Matej Kavas, who
contributed four field goals and two
3-pointers. Also adding points to the
Redhawk’s scoreboard was freshman
guard Morgan Means. Zachary
Moore, a sophomore guard for the
Redhawks, completed three field goals
and a single 3-pointer.
Out of the possible 16 free-throws
Seattle University took, they made 12,
with William Powell, senior forward
for the Redhawks, completing six of
themand Brendan Westendorf, senior
guard for Seattle U, making another
four.
Looking at both teams’ history,
Seattle U has had a tough time beating
CSU Bakersfield. Last season the
‘Runners won all three games played
against the Redhawks, 79-52, 93-71,
and 72-47. This season, the teams
matched twice, a game on Jan. 7 at
Bakersfield and the most recent game
on Feb. 18 at home and the ‘Runners
took both wins. Compared to the
difference in scores for the games
played last season, this season the
Redhawks gave CSU Bakersfield a
challenge, losing by only a handful of
points, 78-71 and 51-48.
Although the Redhawks didn’t get
the win they were playing for and that
ah Redhawk fans were cheering for,
the team gave a considerable show for
their fans, not allowing the ‘Runners
to lead profoundly.
The senior student-athletes, who
played their last game at home in the
Connolly Complex, entered the season
loaded with grit, winning against
Pacific Lutheran at home. They ended
with great effort against a powerhouse
team in the conference.
Playing alongside the seniors during
their senior night, the underclassmen
have accumulated wisdom of the
game that they’ll use for the next
few seasons.
“I reahy took away that this group
ofseniors are really bought in,” Means
said. Continued on page 20...
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No. 0 Brendan Westendorf absorbs the contact and attempts to finish a difficult
shot against CSUB.
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Senior No. 0 Brendan Westendorf transferred to Seattle U in 2015, and has started
all games the past two years.
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“They really want the best for us and
they really are great role models.”
At the start of the game each senior
walked to center court accompanied
by their family. Believing his father
was going to be the only one present
for his big game, Powell was surprised
when his whole family was present.
“I hadn’t seen them all together
KYLE KOTANI • THE SPECTATOR
Senior William Powell (left) has started 64 ofthe 92 games his career, totalling 632
points and 528 rebounds
SEATTLE U BASEBALL SPLITS OPENING SERIES
Willy Goldstein
Sports Editor
Seattle University’s baseball team
opened up the 2017 season this
past weekend, splitting a four game
series against Southern Illinois
University Edwardsville.
The Redhawks (2-2) started off
strong with a doubleheader on
opening day, winning both games.
Junior Janson Junk got the start in
the first game, leading the team to a
4-1 win over the Cougars (2-2). Junk
would finish the game having pitched
six innings and striking out seven
batter, while giving up one run.
“I think it was a good performance
to start off the year,” Junk said. “There’s
always areas to improve on but it was
a good way to kick off the season.
It’s nice to pitch Friday after pitching
Sundays, when you need to wait
all weekend.”
Sophomore Jake Prizina started
the second game for the Redhawks,
picking up the 9-3 win and giving up
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in a long time. They surprised me
yesterday when I walked into the hotel
and everybody was there,” Powell
said about his family visit. “It was
fun playing in front of all of them at
one time.”
Looking at the years of dedication
the senior athletes have given, at
the end of game, Dollar expressed
three runs in five innings. The offense
picked up in the second game, led by
sophomore left fielder Max Modeste.
Modeste had a great day overall,
hitting two home runs and driving in
five runs between the two games. This
included a blast to right field in his
first at bat of the season.
“I got a little in the groove. I got
a good pitch to hit and put a good
swing on it, that’s what I was look for,”
Modeste said.
Head Coach Donny Harrel was
pleased with how his team performed.
“We weren’t as nervous as I thought
we might be, but (SIUE) wasn’t either,”
Harrel said. “I thought that first game
was some quality baseball, and it was
a really good start. The aggression
carried over into game two and our
offense was able to stack up enough
runs to win.”
Unfortunately, the Redhawks
weren’t able to build on those wins,
dropping the next two games. They
lost Saturday’s game 6-0, after the
Cougars hit a grand slam in the ninth
his thoughts on the road the
Redhawks’ senior student-athletes
have embarked.
“They’ve been great role models
and great representatives of Seattle
U,” Dollar said. “It’s a grind being a
student-athlete, especially here. So,
to be able to handle that and do it
successfully shows your character
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#1 Morgan Means takes a shot in traffic against CSUB.
inning to put the game out of reach.
ReigningWestern Athletic Conference
Pitcher of the Year Nick Meservey
took the mound in the third game of
the series. He pitched four scoreless
innings, striking out five batters and
giving up just one hit. He left the
team in good shape, but Zach Wolf
gave up a run the next inning to put
the Redhawks down 1-0. The offense
never got going and they dropped
game two.
The final game ofthe series ended up
being an offensive showdown, with
SIUE winning 13-10. The Redhawks
struck first in the first inning, but
quickly relinquished the lead and
played catch up most of the game.
They finally went back on top in the
bottom of the eighth inning, but let up
another ninth inning grand slam and
couldn’t find a way to answer in the
bottom ofthe frame.
“We didn’t get out of the blocks
good,” Harrel said. “The offense did a
good job of getting back into it. That
was way too many home runs in a
and who you are. So, I’m just thankful
for them.”
The Redhawks now look forward
to playing their next game against
UT Rio Grande Valley (10-18, 2-9) at
Edinburg, Tex. on Thursday at 5 p.m.
Yesenia may be reached at
yvarela@su-spectator.com
pitchers park. We have to be better.”
The Redhawks travel to Minnesota
this upcoming weekend to play the
Gophers in a three-game series.
Editor may be reached at
sports@su-spectator.com
PHOTO VIA SEATTLE UNIVERSITY ATHLET-
ICS, RICK MAY.
Max Modeste swingsfor the fences in
game one of a double header
SOFTBALL STRIVES FOR CONSISTENCY IN 2017
Madeline Mesa
Staff Writer
After ending their 2016 season with 19
wins out of 33 games, expectations for
the Seattle University Softball team
this year remain high despite a rough
start with only 2 wins out of 10 games.
“We ended really strong last year,
and I thought it would carry over,
but we’ve kind of had a slow start
because ofthe weather thatwe’ve had,
not getting outside enough, not being
together as much. So we’re learning
on the fly a little bit,” said Head Coach
Geoff Hirai. “We’re getting better and
better everyweekend. The expectation
remains to be start strong, but if we
don’t then we have to end strong.”
As for players to look out for this
season, Coach Hirai recognized
a few veteran players, as well as
some newcomers.
“Paige Bouska is probably our
most consistent hitter, and then the
MEN’S RUGBY IS BACK IN ACTION
Carlos Cervantes
StaffWriter
Last weekend, Seattle University’s
mens rugby club returned to Logan
Field for the first official game of
their second season. After weeks of
practicingand a close scrimmage game
against Willamette University, Seattle
U was ready to take on University of
Puget Sound (UPS), one of the main
contenders in the Pacific Northwest
Rugby Football Union.
Being the second rugby season of
the 2016-17 school year, the team
has the potential come back even
stronger than they were in the fall. The
previous season not only gave them
the opportunity to adapt to their new
players and synergize as a team, but
also to go up against the competition
and study the way that they play.
Coming back to the field with more
practice and more experience, our
players seem positioned to close out
their 12th yearas a club on a high note.
The game against Puget Sound is
the first of four league games that
consistency in the infield with Maddy
Kristjanson, and Kaylee Ree at second
base,” Hirai said.
He noted that players Madison
Cathcart, Alyssa Reuble and Andie
Larkins will be the consistent pitchers
this season. Senior Lyndsay Davis will
also be ofhelp, coming back this year
after an injury.
In addition to the weather, the team
has had a few challenges.
“One of our thirdbaseman just had
an ACL tear, and we had a freshman
have an ACL tear that was my first
recruit. But she’ll be back for the next
four years, so that’s always a positive
thing,” Hirai said. “We lost a couple
players, but we added great athletes,
so we didn’t lose a step there. It’s just
a matter of getting the cohesiveness
with the team and with the new staff
that we have, and just get to know
each other more.”
The biggest challenge has emerged
for student athletes balancing school
will make up the winter/spring
season, followed by two playoff
games ifmen’s rugby continues to be
successful. Though it is somewhat of
a short season, with the league lasting
less than a month, Seattle U’s team
also plans to participate in a series
of friendly games against its league
opponents. This will effectively give
fans more games to spectate and
potentially allow for more games at
home, making it easier for students
to attend.
As it stands, the match against Puget
Sound is the only game taking place at
Seattle U, with the other three games
being in other parts of the state and
the wider Pacific Northwest.
“Our main rival is UPS, but we also
play a lot of colleges in Oregon such as
Reed College, Pacific University, OIT
[Oregon Institute of Technology],
and Willamette,” said Patrick Curtis,
a sophomore pre-business major and
one of the team leaders.
Though the season has already
begun, there are still openings forthose
looking to compete with the team.
and sports. Hirai mentioned some
girls have had to miss practices to
make time for their school work
and classes.
“We don’t have everyone for
practice sometimes, so it’s hard to
have a cohesive team together when
you don’t practice all together all the
time. It’s just now getting on the field
and playing more and more,” Hirai
said.
Despite setbacks, Coach Hirai
is still optimistic about the rest of
the season.
“They’re starting to understand
what the culture is and how we do
The men’s rugby club is continuing
to accept members of all skill levels
and rugby experience—whether you
are an established player or simply
looking to join in on some practices
and learn the game. For those that are
interested in participating, the best
way to get your start is by attending
one ofthe team’s practices, held twice
a week on Tuesday and Thursday at
Seattle U Park.
“There absolutely is still time to
join,” Curtis said. “Anyone who is
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Seattle Us Club Rugby team playing against Wilammette University.
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things here. It’s a learning curve, it
takes a little bit of time to understand
that and fully commit to it,” Hirai
said.
The team heads to Stockton next
week where they’ll play California
State University in Northridge,
Pacific University, and Sacramento
State University.
“There should be some very
competitive teams there, and if we
stay committed, I think we can have a
really good weekend,” Hirai said.
Madeline may be reached at
mmesa@su-spectator.com
interested in playing or even just
trying out rugby is welcome to join
us at practice any time of the year, no
experience necessary.”
For more information on the team,
its schedule for the season and how
to. get involved, visit www.facebook.
com/Seattle.University.Rugby.Club or
contact the team at:
seattleurugby@gmail.com.
Carlos may be reached at
ccervantes@su-spectator.com
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IN DEFENSE OF UMBRELLAS
There is a particular phenomenon within the Pacific Northwest; one that
becomes ever-present, even inescapable, each winter. Growingup in south Seattle,
I never learned ofthis so-called “rule.” But one fateful daytwo years ago, I moved
to Cap Hill and everything changed.
“No one in Seattle uses umbrellas,” one student touted at me.
“Owning an umbrella is like owning a VCR,” another sneered.
“I just love the feeling of rain on my skin,” a third so poetically declared.
It’s a growing dogma—borderline ideology—which renders umbrellas
“unnecessary” and “useless” in this soggy city. And I feel compelled to stand up
for these practical devices.
Fellow Seattleites—what is the root of your umbrella contempt? Is it that
they’re relatively cumbersome? Maybe it’s because umbrellas are perpetually
damp? Perhaps carrying an umbrella leaves only one free hand with which you
can carry yourcoffee beverage?
I may not know a lot, but I can tell you one thing for certain: a world void of
umbrellas is a monotonous one. They dot the streets with splashes of polka dot,
plaid and paisley, coming in infinite hues. Umbrellas are be fun, even romantic,
seamlessly meshing individuality with practicality.
Without umbrellas, we may wind up with a city full of people sporting the
exact same black North Face raincoat. Oh wait...
Quite frankly, I find our collective rejection of umbrellas hypocritical. We
are a city who identifies by its raininess. We have propagated an entire coffee
industry in response to this rainy culture. We even have a festival each year
called Bumbershoot, which literally means “umbrella.” So why denounce these
colorful rain protectors?
Most importantly, the idea of umbrellas as “unnecessary” stems from the
mindset of individuals who probably don’t take public transit or walk far during
their daily commute. To appreciate the umbrella is to understandthe imminent
loathsomenessof being damp all day at work or school.
I know that hood of yours impairs your peripheral vision, but I’m asking you
to tryand see the world from someone else’s perspective. So please, stop sneering
at umbrella-carriers.
Now excuse me while I walk to class without ruining my hair or getting my
phone screen wet. Stay dry, friends!
—Tess Riski, News Editor
The Spectator editorial board consists ofJennaRamsey, Christopher Salsbury, Nick Turner, TessRiski, Bill Goldstein, ShelbyBarnes, Cameron Peters, and Mandy Rusch. Signed commentaries
reflect the opinions ofthe authors and not necessarily those ofthe Spectator. The views expressed in these editorials are not necessarily the views of Seattle University.
OPINION
MAY I BE WRONG
“It’s a girl.” The first words spoken the moment I entered this world. Wrapped
in a pinkblanket and place into my mother’s arms, already had I been condemned
to the life that society would want me to live by.
This isn’t the introduction to my memoir. I promise you I’m not a middle
aged woman who went to India or climbed a dirt trail to “find myself.” Not that
I’m opposed to Reese Witherspoon playing me, but my movie would read more
like “Finding Myself Walking From Work to Class Because Who the Hell Has
Time For That?”
This is about being a woman, and those that represent us, If you’ve followed the
news, which I’m weary ofdue to the lack ofhashtags fromfellow media friends,
you would know about the Trump and Trudeau meeting. The two leaders came
together to discuss a variety oftopics, one being about women in the workforce,
where Ivanka Trump was present and provided “insight”.
This. Is. Bull.
Before Sean Spicer runs me overwith a podium or Steve Bannon punches me
with his eye bags, hear me out. This is not a political stance. Not even tea with
Elizabeth Warren could entice me to call this so. I’m just a nasty woman with
some nasty thoughts.
Ivanka Trump is not the appropriate figure to represent the women of the
United States. Though this may sound harsh, it is not to invalidateher opinion as
a woman. But given that she supports an administration that vocally dehumanizes
women and proposes policies that strip us ofour given rights, this is an individual
I can’t stand behind. This doesn’t fail to mention that Ivanka, given her social
status and privileged rights, doesn’t represent a majorityofwomen in the working
force ofthe United States.
There is one thing I hope from all this, and it is that I’m wrong. I not only ask,
but welcome the challenge of Ivanka to prove me wrong. Not often do I accept
defeat, but in this case, I will make an exception.
—Shelby Barnes, Arts & EntertainmentEditor
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have a weird rash on myfeetfrom Dance
• Marathon... I think it’s because I use SUDMas my
• one workoutfor the year. Do you have any remedies?
Sincerely,
Your averagestudent
A Hello fellow dancer,• I suggest you buy a good bar of soap and make a warm
* bath for yourself. If you add some ground oatmeal to
the bath that should help with the rash!
Hope that helps,
Papa Jon
QIusually start offwith coffee then work my way tofive* hour energies andfinish offthe day with a Redbull.
Even with all of this caffeine, lam still really tired.





• This is a lot of me to handle...I suggest you wean
• yourself off of the processed caffeine and switch to
something more natural. Try green tea or black tea,
coffee as well! These will help you feel less tired while




roommate keeps ditching out on me to go on
• Bumble dates...Ifeel left out but I don’t know how to
• tell them.
Your single and not ready to mingle friend,
Anonymous
A Hello!• I am so sorry; this is always a little hard to deal with.
* I suggest you sit down with them and just tell them
that you miss them. Let them know that you want to
start getting dinner or lunch with them every once in a
while, to catch up! Don’t worry, it always gets better!
Keep your chin up,
Papa Jon
To submit a question, go to http://ask.fm/DearPapaJon. I can’t wait to
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See more ofthe Bob Rosspaintingparty on page 14.
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THANKS FOR
READING! PICK UP A
NEW COPY OF THE
SPECTATOR EVERY
WEDNESDAY.
Seattle U observes Day ofRemembrance.
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